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About This Game

* 99% Translated. Only the "2D Fighter Maker 2nd" engine's system interface (i.e. key / gamepad configuration) is
not translated.

An Action Game containing monster girls, extreme battles and nonsensical fun!

Half dragon, magical werecat girl, harpy, mono-eye, minotaur warrior girl,
dark lamia magician, dark elf beast tamer... and more!

- No difficult input commands! Perform your fabulous combos with ease!
- Special moves are one button commands! Perfectly land your Monsterific Skillz!

- Fully voiced with a main story included!

Simple Controls Explanation
A: Consecutively Press for Combination Attack

B: Knock Back Attack, Select the direction with the arrow keys.
C: Skill. Use the arrows keys for different kinds (Uses Skill Gauge)

D: Monster Move. (uses SUPER Gauge)
E: Not Used

F: Displays Fighting Moves
Counter: Press the opposite direction to your opponent with the arrow keys
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monmusu fight guide. monmusu fight steam. monmusu fight wiki. monmusu * fight patch

Exquisite gameplay, in-depth lore, endless fun, with an intro that is more challenging than anything else. 10/10. Alright so at the
time of writing this, I played 71 minutes. Now that should be long enough to get a feel for the game, The game is a blast (I only
really played story mode, I tinkered with level creation long enough to see if it works) everything about this game was crisp and
fluid. The only things I could find that were wrong at all were a lack of menus on the controller... and the barrage of fourth wall
breaking jokes grew tiresome quickly. Goblins and Grottos is definitly worth a pick up, if you like puzzles, platformers and
grenades. If you so desire to see a bit more in depth of a look at, I made a thing you could check out here: https://youtu.be/cwqa-
eSeSqM. Well, to be honest about this game, i throught it was a FNaF Fangame and it isn't after all...
I realized that it's just horror game inside of police station that is something happened....

Gameplay:

Kinda hard to explain. But this whole mechanics was good but the thing is, i get the hard times to deal with the Owl. She simply
was like something that she would teleport and i have to use the radio to make sure she'll stay forever actually. But then i get
trouble to hide sometimes due sound cues but it's not the AI being broken but they like teleporting while using monitor.

Story:

Since i saw the first time to learn, i throught it was a dream and it wasn't, i readed the notes to understand but i don't explain
about it. However, the whole thing being in police station became trouble and then i throught it supposed to be phone guy but
the voice from the phone is just really something, so it made the animatronics to be active during the night. But in the future for
the story to end, i don't wanna also explain.

Althrough, that's all i can say..... doesn't worth 10$. Can you release update for this game already? This is such an old version
dude.. An online multiplayer game with no players...

Absolute trash 0\/10
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geometry wars in blue. It is the distant future- the year 2000. Hands have been replaced by cannons and retro character
sterotypes. Graphics are groovy and the gameplay is totally tubular. Evolve into 80's anime and capture the galaxy!
. This game has a lot going for it. However trying to figure out how to play without Manual is impossible!. Dead game don't
buy.. Amazing recreation of the ancient Chinese history with the only downside that many famous characters (Diao Chan,
Xiahou Ba etc) did not have their unique portrait and that the Wu dynasty cannot initiate naval battle which made them revered
in history.

They can be easily addressed in future patch or dlc and I hope that the developer is planning on doing this to produce the perfect
three kingdoms game to date.. I really like the game so far and the dev is awesome.. Great adventure game, highly
recommended.
Beautiful graphics and sound
I stuck in few puzzles, but I think all of them are logical if you pay enough attention to details.
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